
Paris, City of Love.  The most romantic city in the world. A place where starry-eyed lovers stroll hand-
in-hand along the River Seine or linger in sidewalk cafes speaking French, the “language of love.” A city 
whose beauty strikes us at every corner, with its elegant architecture, iconic monuments, and the subtle 
combination of art, history and nature, creating the perfect canvas on which love can be conceived and 
painted into its own masterpiece.

Standing above the city is the most romantic of places, the Eiffel Tower. With its glittering lights 
illuminating the birth of evening, couples share romantic moments, wedding engagements and 
honeymoons, which create memories that will last an eternity. 

Thomas Kinkade loved Paris and the great tradition of artists and work that have flowed from its studios 
for centuries. He painted the city often, always capturing its magnificent surroundings and that romantic 
“magic” in the air. 

The Thomas Kinkade Vault presents a romantic vision of Paris. Find yourself strolling with someone you 
love down its streets or through this canvas masterpiece, and you will understand why Paris is called, the 
City of Love.
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Key Points
• Thom loved Paris. The city life, the street food and the people intrigued and inspired him and his paintings. 
• Thom painted many Paris city scenes in his traditional style, Plein Air and under his pseudonym, Robert Girrard.   
 These titles include Paris, Eiffel Tower; Paris, City of Lights; Evening on the Seine; Notre Dame, Paris and   
 Montmartre among others.
• Thom can be seen on the left side of the painting along the Seine. This is the same spot where he painted during   
 his visit to Paris with his father and brother, Patrick.
• Their visit to Paris was part of European trip where Thom and Pat retraced the route of their father’s World War II  
 experiences.
• 20 hearts are hidden in the painting representing the 20 arrondissements (administrative districts). The map below   
 shows their exact placement. 

Retail Issue Pricing

S/N
Standard Number

A/P
Artist Proof

G/P
Gallery Proof

P/P
Publisher Proof

E/E
Estate Editon

E/P
Examination Proof

Canvas Edition Sizes 395 80 140 70 24 100

Paper Edition Sizes 395 80 140 70 - -

18"x27"

Canvas Framed $995 $1,160 $1,160 $1,210 $2,960 $1,210

Canvas Unframed $795 $960 $960 $1,010 $2,550 $1,010

Paper Unframed $230 $280 $280 $305 - -

Canvas Edition Sizes 195 40 70 35 12 -

Paper Edition Sizes 195 - - - - -

24"x36"

Canvas Framed $1,680 $1,840 $1,840 $1,890 $4,810 -

Canvas Unframed $1,360 $1,520 $1,520 $1,570 $4,260 -

Paper Unframed $295 $345 $345 $370 - -
Prices are correct as of issue date and are subject to change. For complete information on edition sizes, please see the Certificate of Authenticity
* Not being released at this time,  - Not Available.
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